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Abstract 
We introduce separation axioms S[ n] depending on arbitrary order types 7, such that for 
infinite ordinals cy, S[cu] = S(LY) as introduced by Porter and Votaw. The order types n such 
that S[q] is cowellpowered are characterized. In particular S((Y) is non-cowellpowered for 
each ordinal (Y > 1. This generalizes the known results for finite (Y (Dikranjan, Giuli and 
Tholen, 1989 and Schroder, 1983). In this case our construction is much simpler than those 
in Dikranjan, Giuli and Tholen, 1989 and Schroder, 1983. 
Keywords: Epimorphism; Cowellpowered category; Closure operator; e-separated space; 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider only (full) subcategories 2 of the category Top of 
topological spaces and continuous maps. A map f : X -+ Y in 2 is an epimorphism 
if for each pair of maps g, h : Y + Z in 2 such that gf = hf we have g = h. The 
category 2 is cowellpowered if the cardinality of the codomains of any class of 
epimorphisms in P with a fixed common domain is bounded. 
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The epimorphisms in the category Haus of Hausdorff spaces are precisely the 
maps with dense image (see [2]). So the cowellpoweredness of Haus follows from 
the well-known property of the Hausdorff spaces that the cardinality of a Haus- 
dorff space X does not exceed 22d’x’. It would not be an exaggeration to say that 
this was the point of knowledge of cowellpoweredness for categories of topological 
spaces by 1971 when Herrlich set the following 
Question 1.1. Does there exist non-cowellpowered subcategories of Top? 
The first example was produced by Herrlich [14] by means of a fully rigid class 
of topological spaces [161. However, this category has not a simple topological 
description. 
This fact stimulated Schrijder [20] (see also [211 for similar results) to produce 
an example which is described much easier in terms of separation of points: the 
full subcategory Ury of Top having as objects all Urysohn spaces (a topological 
space X is Urysohn if any pair of distinct points of X can be separated by disjoint 
closed neighbourhoods). In this case the proof was much trickier, based essentially 
on an idea of Bing [ll, the “dynamic” property of &closure and the description of 
the epimorphisms in Ury as 0”-dense maps [19]. The relevance of &closure in this 
construction solicited the first tentative in [5] to describe epimorphisms and 
cowellpoweredness of subcategories of Top by means of closure operators (less 
general than those defined in Section 2). The first aspect of this approach 
culminated in [41 with a rather general description of the epimorphisms in 
subcategories of topological categories. All results on cowellpoweredness quoted in 
the sequel are obtained by means of closure operators. 
The categories studied by Schrijder [20,21] are contained in Haus. For every 
natural n a refinement of the Hausdorff separation axiom, denoted by S(n), was 
invented by Viglino [24] (Haus = S(1) and Ury = S(2)). Later these axioms were 
extended to arbitrary ordinals (Y by Porter [17] and Porter and Votaw [181. 
Generalizing Schroder’s construction [20] Dikranjan, Giuli and Tholen [8] pro- 
duced more examples of non-cowellpowered subcategories of Haus (see Theorem 
7.9 and Corollary 7.11 in [8]). In particular, they showed that the category of 
S(n)-spaces is not cowellpowered and asked whether the category of S(w)-spaces 
is cowellpowered. 
More results on cowellpoweredness were obtained for subcategories of Top 
containing Haus. It was shown by Giuli and Hugek [12] that the category of 
topological spaces, in which every compact subspace is Hausdorff, is not cow- 
ellpowered (this was extended to the smaller subcategory, obtained by replacing 
“compact subspace” by “bounded subspace”, in [13]). Tozzi [22] proved that the 
category of topological spaces in which every convergent sequence has a unique 
accumulation point, is cowellpowered. Another example of a non-cowellpowered 
category containing Haus was given in [6], where many positive results can also be 
found. 
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In the present paper we study two series of subcategories of Haus, S[q] and 
SIT}, depending on an arbitrary order type 17 which coincide with SC(Y) when 77 = cy 
is an ordinal (more precisely, S[(Y] = SIT} = S(a) for infinite LY, while S[v] = S(2n 
- 1) and S(n) = S(2n), in the case of finite (Y = n). The main result of the present 
paper (Theorem 4.4) characterizes cowellpoweredness of S[ 71 and S{ 7) in terms of 
a natural property (idempotency, see Definition 4.3) of the order type 7. In 
particular, Theorem 4.4 yields that the category S(cr) is non-cowellpowered for 
every ordinal (Y > 1. In the particular cases of Ury and S(n) our constructions are 
much simpler than those given in [8] and [20]. In [ll] we offer a more general view 
on cowellpoweredness in Top. 
Section 2 gives the necessary background covering closure operators. In Section 
3 we define Q-separated spaces and give a description of the epimorphisms in the 
categories S[ n] and S(q). Section 4 contains detailed comments of the main results 
obtained in the paper and an open question. The proof of Theorem 4.4 is given in 
Section 5. 
2. Preliminaries on closure operators 
A closure operator e in Top assigns to each subset M of a topological space X 
a subset e(M) of X according to the following 
Definition 2.1. A collection of functions {Qx : 2X -+ 2’?, E Top is a dOSure OPCrator 
of Top if 
0 0L4 c X1 e&4) XA, 
l (VA, B cX) &A u B) = px(A) U ex(Bl 
l e,&Q = PI, 
l for each continuous map f : X + Y and A G X, f(e,JA)) C ex(f(&). 
We write simply e(A) instead of ex(A) when no confusion is possible. In the 
terminology of [91 (see also [7] and 181) these are additive, grounded closure 
operators of Top with respect to the class of embeddings. Note that a closure 
operator need not be idempotent (i.e., &(A))=e(A) need not always be true). 
We say that a map f : X + Y in Top is e-dense (respectively e-closed) if 
e,(f(X>) = Y (respectively eJf(X)) =f(X)). 
The ordinary closure K in Top, defined by K(M) = M is a closure operator in 
the above sense, it is idempotent and has many other pleasant properties. A partial 
order between closure operators is defined by setting e G e’ whenever e(M) L 
Q’(M) always holds. Composition ee’ between closure operators e and e’ is 
defined by &(M) = e@‘(M)). For every ordinal cr we define the ath iteration of 
e as the closure operator @’ given recursively by ,$ = e, em+ ’ = e@ and e*(M) = 
lJ(ea(M): p < (.u) for limit CL The idempotent hull f of a closure operator e is the 
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finest idempotent closure operator coarser than e, it is defined by e”(M) = 
U{@(M): cy E Ord). A closure operator e is bounded if Q = e” for some ordinal 
cy. 
Now we give an equivalent approach to closure operators based on the notion of 
neighbourhood. 
Definition 2.2. For X E Top and a point x E X a subset U of X is said to be a 
e-neighbourhood of x if x E e(X\ U). 
The next proposition follows directly from Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. 
Proposition 2.3. Let f : X -+ Y be a map in Top, x E X and let U be a e-neighbour- 
hood of f(x) in Y. Then: 
(a) the preimage f-‘(U) is a e-neighbourhood of x in X, 
(b) the e-neighbourhoods of x form a filter. 
It is easy to show that if each space X is provided axiomatically by filters of 
e-neighbourhoods of points, such that property (a) from the above proposition 
holds, then one can define a closure operator e by setting for each M LX, 
e(M)={xEX:(Ve-neighbourhoodUofx)UnM#@). 
In the future we often define only one of these two notions (and use the same 
notation), in the sense that giving one of them determines automatically the other 
one. However, for readers convenience, we give the basic definition separately. 
In the sequel 77 will be an arbitrary order type. 
Definition 2.4. If X is a topological space and U CX and x E X then we say that U 
is a S[q]-neighborhood of x if there is a family of open sets {U,,: Y E 71 such that 
l (VY E Y) x E r/,, 
l Yo, Y1 E 77 A Yo < Y1 * uy, = UY,’ 
. uru,: yEv)cU. 
We can now introduce the closure operator which concerns us here. According 
to what we said before, it is determined already by the given notion of S[r]l- 
neighbourhood. 
Definition 2.5. Let A be a subset of a topological space X. The $-closure 8,(A) of 
A is defined by 
(xEX: (VS[n]-neighbourhood Uof x) UnA#fl}, 
When 77 is trivial (i.e., I 77 I = l), Brl is the usual Kuratowski closure. 
We need also the following 
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Definition 2.6. Let 17 be an arbitrary order type. Define a closure operator Q = 0, 
in the following way: for X E Top, A4 LX and x EX we say that x ~6 Q(M) iff 
there exists a family {U,: A E T} of open subsets of X containing x such that: 
l fiA c U,, whenever A > A’, 
l U,nM=@ foreach AEL. 
When TJ is trivial (i.e., IT 1 = 11, O7 is the usual e-closure introduced by 
Velichko [23]. Thus 8, # f3i. 
Lemma 2.7. Let 77 be an arbitrary order type. Then: 
(al B,K= e7 G 0, Q 8i+,. 
(b) When n = 1 + 7, then all inequalities in (a) become equalities. When 77 has no 
bottom element then 8, = 8,. 
Cc> If TJ has a bottom element, i.e., 17 = 1 + n’, then 8, = t3+K and 6; = 63;. 
Proof. (a) The inequalities 8, K > f17 and 8, G 6, G 13~ +? are trivial. If X E Top, 
M GX and x E X\ 19,04), then there exists a family {U,: A E 77) of open subsets of 
X containing x such that ah G U,, whenever A > A’ and for U = lJ_U,, U n it4 = 1. 
Since the set U is open, obviously U n @ = fl as well, thus x GG B,(M). This proves 
the equality 13~ K = 8,. 
(b) If n = 71 + 1 the assertion obviously follows from (a). When 77 has no 
bottom element then obviously es z C3,,. This yields the equality. 
Cc) Take the composition of the second inequality in (a) with K to get 
f3+ K G fIv K. According to the equality in (a) this gives 6,,, K G Ba. To prove the 
opposite inequality take x P 69,,(M) for some X E Top, M LX. Then there exists a 
family {U,: A E $1 of open subsets of X containing x such that 0, c U,, whenever 
A > A’ and !?, n It4 = fl for each A E 7’. Now take the open set X\M as a first 
element of the family {U,*: y E 7) defined by U,* =X\M and U,;, = U, for 
y E n’. This family witnesses that x G B,(M). This proves the first part of (cl. To 
prove the second part it suffices to apply the definitions and note that both 8, and 
6,, are coarser than K. 0 
3. Q-separated spaces 
Definition 3.1 [4, Definition 5.21. If e is a closure operator on Top, a space X of 
Top is Q-separated if every pair of distinct points of X can be separated by disjoint 
e-neighbourhoods in X. 
We denote by q the full subcategory of e-separated spaces of Top. Obviously, 
X is e-separated iff X equipped with the e-neighbourhood structure is a separated 
pretopological (i.e., Tech) space in the usual sense. 
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Definition 3.2. Let 17 be an arbitrary order type. A topological space X is said to 
satisfy the axiom S[q] if for each pair of distinct points x0, xi in X there are 
transfinite sequences {US: y E 7) and {V,: y E 7) such that 
l x0= nru,: Y~77]~~1~ ntv,: ~~771, 
. YO> Yl E 77 A Yo < Yl - q, = q, * py, = qo7 
. (Vy E ?-f) u, n v, = 6. 
Clearly, a topological space X satisfies the axiom S[q] iff each pair of distinct 
points of X have disjoint S[ VI-neighborhoods, i.e., X E To . In the sequel we use 
the notation S[q] for To, and the notation S(q) for Te,. By ‘lemma 2.7, S[v + 11 c 
S(v) c S[q]. In case n = 1 + 7, S(q) = S[q] holds. In particular, this occurs for 
infinite ordinals 7. 
These axioms are natural generalizations of Haus = S(1) and Ury = S(1). In the 
case of a finite ordinal (Y = n < w, S[n] gives the S(2n - 1) axiom and S{n] gives 
the S(2n) axiom of Viglino [24]. For infinite ordinals (Y, S{cr] = S[a] = S(a), as 
given by Porter [17] and Porter and Votaw [18], where examples showing that 
different ordinals (Y give different categories S(a) (and hence different closure 
operators 13,) can be found [18, Example 2.101. 
We introduce now a property of closure operators which gives another descrip- 
tion of Q-separated spaces. 
Definition 3.3. (a) Let X and Y be topological spaces. A closure operator Q is said 
to be finitely multiplicative with respect to X and Y, if every point (x, y) of the 
space XX Y has a base of box-shaped e-neighbourhoods, i.e., of the form U X V, 
where U and V are e-neighbourhoods of x and y in X and Y respectively. 
(b) The closure operator e is finitely multiplicative, if it is finitely multiplicative 
with respect to each pair X and Y. 
If the closure operator e is finitely multiplicative, then a space X is e-separated 
iff the diagonal of XXX is e-closed. The closure operator defined by the 
reflection of the category of Tychonov spaces is not finitely multiplicative [15,251. 
It is easily seen that 8, is finitely multiplicative, but 0, is not. In fact, take a 
space X which is S(2) but not S(3) (see [18, Example 2.101). Then the diagonal Ax 
in XXX is 8,-closed, hence also 0,-closed by Lemma 2.7. If x and y are the 
points in X which cannot be separated by disjoint S(3)-neighbourhoods, then the 
S(3)-neighbourhood U = (X X X>\ A, of the point (x, y) does not contain a 
product of S(3)-neighbourhoods of x and y in X. 
In Lemma 5.1 we show that for some spaces X and Y, 8, may be finitely 
multiplicative with respect to X and Y. 
The epimorphisms in S(a) were described in [31 (see also Corollary 6.15(a) of 
[4], for S{n} see Corollary 6.14 of [4]). In the following theorem we extend this 
description to S[ TJ]. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let 7 be an order type. Then the epimorphisms in S[ q] are precisely the 
9:-dense maps, and the epimorphisms in S{q) are the 8,“-dense maps. The inclusion 
S[l + q] v Sin] preserves epimorphisms. 
Proof. In this proof we use essentially the description of the epimorphisrns in the 
category Tc for a semiregular closure operator Q [4]. To this end we remind here 
the definition of semiregularity. It involves the adjunction space X Ll MX with 
respect to a subspace M of a space X. Let us denote by 
k,, k,: X+XuX 
M 
(1) 
the canonical embeddings of X in X LI MX. A closure operator e is semiregular, 
if for every X E TQ and every e-closed subspace M of X the maps k, and k, in (1) 
are e-closed. Since only e-closed subspaces appear in this definition, clearly e is 
semiregular iff em is semiregular. 
According to Corollary 5.9 of [4] the epimorphisms in q are precisely the 
em-dense maps when e is semiregular. Hence to prove the first part of our theorem 
it suffices to show that the closure operators 8, and e, are semiregular. The latter 
is semiregular according to Example 6.13 in [4l. According to Lemma 2.7(b) 
8? = 0, in case 77 has no bottom element, so that also OT is semiregular in this 
case. Hence it remains to consider the case when n has a bottom element, i.e., 
n = 1 + 7’. Then 8y+VJ = 6; = (e,,K>” according to Lemma 2.7(c). By Corollary 
6.12 in [4] the closure operator 9,,,K is semiregular. Thus 0; = (e,,Iom and Oq are 
semiregular, according to the above remark involving the idempotent hull. 
To prove the second part of the theorem note that by Lemma 2.7(c) 8:+, = 0,“. 
Let f be an epimorphism in S[l + 71. Then by the first part of the theorem f is 
OY+, -dense, so f is also et-dense. Consequently f is also an epimorphism in S{q]. 
0 
It follows from Lemma 2.7 that O,, , = t3,K, so that O;+, = 0:. Hence the 
above theorem yields that the epimorphisms in S(2n) = Sin} and S(2n + 1) = S[n 
+ l] are the @;-dense maps. Thus the inclusion S[n + l]= S(2n + 1) v S(2n) = 
S(n} preserves epimorphisms for each n <w. Let us note that the inclusion 
S{n} = S(2n) 3 S(2n - 1) = S[nl preserves epimorphisms for no n < w. The needed 
examples of Or-dense maps in S(2n) which are not @-,-dense can be easily 
constructed by means of the technique used in [3]. 
More examples of closure operators e and epimorphisms of the respective 
categories T, can be found in [4]. 
4. Cowellpoweredness - main results 
Now we propose a notion of cowellpoweredness depending on a closure 
operator. As we see in the next theorem, it can be used to detect non-cowell- 
poweredness of the categories of e-separated spaces. 
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Definition 4.1. Let X be a topological space, let Q be a closure operator and let 
{Y,: K E Cn} be a class of topoIogica1 spaces. We say that X and {Y,: K E Cn) 
witnesses e-non-cowellpoweredness of a category G? if, X E g’, for each cardinal K, 
1 Y, I > K and Y, E ‘Z, and there is a e-dense embedding f, : X 9 Y,. If there are 
no such spaces X, (Y,: K E Cn) in %“, then we say that the category k?? is 
e-cowellpowered. 
Theorem 4.2. Let e be a closure operator such that the category Te is cowellpowered. 
Then Te is also em-cowellpowered. 
Proof. According to Corollary 5.7(a) and Lemma 4.4 of [4] the @“-dense maps in Te 
are epimorphisms. •I 
We need a definition in order to completely characterize the order types 7 for 
which the category of S[q]-spaces is cowellpowered. 
Definition 4.3. An order type 77 is idempotent if 9 is order-isomorphic to a subset 
of each nontrivial initial segment of some final segment of 77. 
Clearly an ordered type q which is isomorphic to each of its initial segments is 
idempotent. In particular, the ordered type of the rationales or the reals is 
idempotent. 
Here comes our main theorem, 
Theorem 4.4. For a totally ordered type 17 the following are equivalent: 
(1) 77 is idempotent, 
(2) 0, is idempotent, 
(3) 8, is bounded, 
(4) the category of S[q]-spaces is cowellpowered, 
(5) the category of S[q]-spaces is tI,“-cowellpowered. 
The proof will be given in the next section. The reader will note that the proof 
can give a more general result. Namely, the implications (2) = (3) =$ (5)~ (4) 
remain true when t9V is replaced by an arbitrary closure operator e, and S[ T]= T@, 
is replaced by TP. If in addition g is semiregular (see the proof of Theorem 3.4), 
then also (4) * (5) holds in this case. The remaining implications are due to the 
special nature of S[n] and O,,. Actually, none of them can be proved in the setting 
of a general e (for more information in the general case see [ll]). 
Corollary 4.5. Let q be an ordered type which is not idempotent. Then neither 
S[l + TJ] nor S(q) are cowellpowered. 
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Proof. It is clear that 1 + 77 is not idempotent. Then Theorem 4.4 implies that 
S[l + 71 is not cowellpowered. Assume that S(v) is cowellpowered. By Theorem 
3.4 the inclusion S[l + 71 q S(T) preserves epimorphisms, so that S[l + 71 should 
be cowellpowered as well - a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 4.6. The category S(o) is not cowellpowered for every ordinal (Y > 1. 
Proof. No ordinal (Y is isomorphic to a subset of any proper initial subset of (Y. So 
cx > 1 is not idempotent. According to Theorem 4.4, S[crl is not cowellpowered. If 
cy is infinite then S(a) = S[al, hence we are done. If (Y = II is finite, S[n] = S(2n - 
1). To show that also the categories S(2n) are not cowellpowered apply the above 
corollary noting that S(2n) = S{n]. 0 
Corollary 4.7. For any ordinal CY, the category S((Y * ) is cowellpowered if and only if 
(Y is indecomposable. In particular the category S(W * ) is cowellpowered. 
Proof. If any final segment exhibits idempotency of (Y * it is the whole of (Y *. Every 
initial segment of (Y * contains an order-isomorphic copy of (Y * if and only if every 
final segment of (Y contains an order-isomorphic copy of (Y if and only if whenever 
(Y is expressed as the ordinal sum of two ordinals, the latter ordinal equals CL This 
last condition is the definition of indecomposability. q 
Remark 4.8. If n is not idempotent then also 77 + 17 is not idempotent and this 
occurs with other similar sums. In particular, S[q + ~1 is not cowellpowered for 
nonidempotent 7. 
The above remark and the observation that neither of the correspondences 
17 ++ 17 * and 77 H 1 + 17 preserves idempotency (take 77 = o * and apply Corollary 
4.7) suggest he following 
Question 4.9. Which functions 77 ++ f(q) preserve (or reflect) idempotency? 
5. Proof of Theorem 4.4 
The next lemma will be used in the proof of the main theorem. 
Lemma 5.1. Let X and Y be topological spaces such that X is a zero-dimensional 
P,,,-space. Then for each 7 with 17 1 G I Y I: 
(a) 0, is finitely multiplicative with respect to X and Y. 
(bl For each subset B c Y x X, dense with respect to the product topology of the 
discrete topology of Y and the given topology of X, the restriction of the projection 
p : Y X X + Y sends S[ ql-neighbourhoods in B to S[ q]-neighbourhoods in Y. 
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Proof. (a) For every point z = ( y, x) of Y X X and every open neighbourhood 0 
of z consider the open set A =p(O 17 (Y x {x})) of Y. Let us see that there exists a 
neighbourhood W of x in X such that A x W c 0. In fact, for each a EA the 
point (a, x) of 0 has an open box-shaped neighbourhood U, x W, c 0. Then 
W = fl {W,: a E A} is still an open neighbourhood of x in X. Obviously, A x W c 0 
holds. We shall refer to A x W c 0 as an extremal box-shaped neighbourhood of 
z with respect to 0. In fact, for each C LX satisfying z E C X D c 0, C ~4 
obviously holds. 
Now suppose that 0 is an S[q]-neighbourhood of z for some 77 with ] n ] G I Y I. 
Let for each A E 7, IO,: A E 7) be open neighbourhoods of z such that for A > A’, 
0,~ 0,. Let for each A E 7, A, X W, be an extremal box-shaped neighbourhood 
of z with respect to 0,. Then A, x WA c aA s O,, gives by the extremal property 
of A,, A, E A,. Thus {A,: A E q} provides an S[ n]-neighbourhood A = IJ (A,: A 
E 77) of y in Y. Let W be a clopen neighbourhood of x contained in ll {W,: A E qj. 
Obviously W is an S[ r]]-neighbourhood of x and A X W 5 0. 
(b) Fix B and z E B as in the hypothesis. Then by the proof of (a) each 
neighbourhood 0 of z in Y X X contains some extremal box-shaped neighbour- 
hood A X W with respect to 0. If now 0’ is another neighbourhood of z in Y X X 
with corresponding extremal box-shaped neighbourhood A’ X W’ satisfying 0 n B 
c 0’, then AC A'. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. It is easy to see that the trivial 77 satisfies all four conditions 
of Theorem 4.4, since the category of Hausdorff spaces is cowellpowered. So in the 
proof which follows we assume that n is nontrivial. 
(1) = (2) Suppose X is a topological space and A cX. Towards obtaining a 
contradiction, assume that x E 8:(A) - el( A). Since x E 8,(A), there are open 
neighborhoods {U,: cr E n) of x such that LY < p implies that U, r) I$ and such that 
(Va~~)U,nA=fl. B y i d empotency of 17, choose a final segment no c 77 so that 
n is order-isomorphic to a subset of each initial segment of 7’. Choose n1 c 77' 
which is order-isomorphic to 7. Let B = e,(A). Since x E B,(B), we know that 
some element of (17,: (Y E rl} must intersect B. Choose (Y’, b such that b E U,l17 B. 
Now each element of {U,: (Y E no, (Y G a’) is an open neighborhood of b. We can 
choose n2 c {(Y E 7’: (Y G a’] which is order-isomorphic to 7. Thus, since b E 
8,(A), some element of {U,: a E v2) must intersect A which is a contradiction. 
(2) j (3) Obvious. 
(3) j (4) Let us note first that for every YE S[n] and a subset X of Y, 
I e,(x) I G 22’x’. In particular, the category S[n] is 0,-cowellpowered. In fact, for 
each y E f?,(X) consider the filter Fy induced on X by the filter of 8,-neighbour- 
hoods of y in Y. Now it suffices to note that by YE S[n] the correspondence 
y H F, is injective. By our assumption there exists a cardinal (Y such that 0: = 0;. 
Then there exists a cardinal function f : Cn + Cn such that for YE S[n] and 
XC Y, I &J,“(X) I is bounded by f( 1 X I). Then the category S[q] is 8,“-cowell- 
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powered. By Theorem 3.4 the epimorphisms in S[nl are the f3,“-dense maps. 
Therefore, S[ n] is cowellpowered. 
(4) * (5) Follows from Theorem 4.2. 
(5) + (1) Suppose that 77 is not idempotent. We will construct X, {Y,: K E Cn}, 
which show that the category of S[n]-spaces is not 0,“-cowellpowered. 
Let v= lnl+N,. Let Xf be v with the discrete topology raised to the 
177 I +-power with the topology which allows fixing any G I r] I many coordinates. 
Xf has a disjoint family of v-many dense sets (just let the ath dense set be the set 
of all functions from I 77 I + to v which are eventually equal to (Y, i.e., they differ 
from (Y at not more than 17 I points). X+ is orderable and a P,-space (i.e., the 
intersection of any family of open sets of cardinality at most v is open). Since Xf 
is zero-dimensional, X+ is an S[n]-space for any 7. 
To construct the spaces Y,, we need some definitions. The doubling D(v) of an 
order type TJ is that order type which results when each of the maximal finite 
intervals in 77 of length n are replaced by finite intervals of length 2n - 1 and 
when endpoints + ~0, --CCI are added. Note that if D(n) is idempotent, then also n 
is idempotent. 
Let D = D(q) + D(v)* and Z, = K X D with the lexicographic ordering. The 
Sierpiriski topology on an order type n is defined whenever there is a function 
s : 7) + 2 such that whenever (Y is not an isolated point, S(U) = 0 and whenever 
cx, (Y’ have no elements between them, s(a) # s((Y’). This function does not always 
exist but it does exist for each Z, = K X D. The function is not unique but this 
doesn’t matter. The Sierpinski topology is the largest topology smaller than the 
order topology which makes s restricted to any two adjacent elements into a 
homeomorphism where 2 has the topology of the Sierpinski space (in which the 
open sets are @, {l}, (0, 1)). Let Z, = K X D have the Sierpinski topology. 
Let (XCol,r): LY E K, y ED} be a family of dense subsets of X+ chosen in such a 
way that if (Y < (Y’ + w and (Y’ <(Y + w, then XCa,v) nX,,,,(, = fl. Let X, = 
{(a, y, x) E z, xx+: x E X@, y) } have the subspace topology where Z, XX' has 
the product topology. Note that I X, I 2 K. 
Let X = {(O, -m, x): x EX~~,_~J. The proof is completed by proving the next 
two lemmas. 
Lemma 5.2. e,“(X) =X,. 
Proof. Suppose (a, y, x) P e,“(X) where (Y is minimal. Let r be the set of all 
y ED which admit an x such that (a, y, x) E 13;(x). Let 2 be the maximal initial 
segment of D which is disjoint from r. Then 
c=x,~(x,n({~}xCxx+))~e;(x). (2) 
Case 1: 2 is a proper nonempty subset of D(q). Note that D(v) is nonidempo- 
tent, since 7 is not idempotent. Since D(q) - 2 is a final segment of a nonidempo- 
tent order type, there is y0 E D(q) - 2 such that n is not order-isomorphic to a 
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subset of (D(q) - 2) n (-m, y,J Choose ((Y, yi, x1 E e,“(X) where yi E D(n) and 
yr < yO, We argue for a contradiction in the subspace B =X, f~ ({a) X II(T) X X’). 
Now ((u, yt, x) has a S[ n&neighborhood in B which misses {a] X 2 X X+ by (2), 
since 8;((((r) x 2 XX’) 17 B) taken in B, is contained in C. 
Since X+ is a P,-space, I D I G Y and B satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1, 
it follows from Lemma 5.1(b) that y, has an S[q]-neighborhood in D(n) with the 
Sierpinski topology which misses 2. That means that 77 can be embedded in 
@(7/j--9n(- co, rr> and so n can be embedded in every initial segment of a 
final segment of 77 which is impossible. 
Case 2: z intersects D(T)* but does not contain it. The argument of Case 1 
shows that n can be embedded in every initial segment of a final segment of n *. 
An easy consequence of this is that 7 can be order-embedded in 77 *. The dual of 
this is that 77 * can be order-embedded in 7. Any fixed final segment of 7 * is thus 
isomorphic to the trace of a fixed final segment of 77 onto a subset and thus we 
have shown that any initial segment of a fixed final segment of n has an 
order-embedded copy of 77 which is impossible. 
Case 3: _V$ is empty or equal to D(q). In the first case, there is some ((.u, --co, x) 
G 0;(X) and any S(2)-neighborhood around this point contains a point which 
contradicts minimality. 
In the second case, there is some ((.w, + ~0%) x E e,“(X) and any S(2)-neighbor- 
hood around this point contains a point which contradicts the fact that .Y$ xD(n). 
0 
Lemma 5.3. X, is a S[ql-space. 
Proof. Take two arbitrary elements of X,, say (czO, yO, x,) and ((or, yr, xl>. If 
(Ye < (it + w and (it < (Ye + w, then x0 #x1, so we can find disjoint S[ql-neighbor- 
hoods (or even clopen neighbourhoods) of x0 and x1 in Xf. Then their inverse 
images under the restriction of the canonical projection p : X, -+X+ will produce 
disjoint S[n]- (respectively clopen) neighborhoods of ((Y,,, yO, x,) and (cur, yt, xi) 
according to Proposition 3.2(a). 
Otherwise assume that CQ <p < p’< (or. Then the points ((Ye, yO) and ((Y,, rr) 
of 2, have disjoint S[n]-neighbourhoods in Z,. In fact, for 5 E n, let 
u,= {(a, Y) EZK: (a, Y) <(P> s*>} 
and 
I$= {(a, y) E.&: (a, Y) > (P’Y 01 
where we view TJ + n * as identified with D n s-'(O). Then Z,+z U CU6: 5 E ?I] and 
Z,\Z,+z U{V,: 5 E 7) are disjoint S[n]-neighbourhoods of the points ((Y,,, yO) 
and (czr, ri>. Then their inverse images under the restriction of the canonical 
projection q : X, + Z, will produce disjoint S[n]-neighbourhoods of ((Y,,, yo, x,) 
and ((~i, yi, xi) according to Proposition 3.2(a). 0 
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This proves that the inclusions (X-X,. . K E Cn} witness non-f3,“-cowell- 
poweredness of S[ql. q 
It is easy to see that the above lemma gives in fact X, E S[n + 71, so in 
particular S[n + ~1 is not cowellpowered (see Remark 4.8). 
We thank Alan Dow and Walter Tholen for discussing this topic with the 
second author and with the first author respectively. The authors’ thanks go also to 
the referee for her/his helpful suggestions concerning the original version of the 
paper. 
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